TSH receptor and Gs-alpha gene mutations in the pathogenesis of toxic thyroid adenomas--a note of caution.
The detection of a constitutive activation of the AC cascade by TSH-R and Gs alpha mutations in a number of TTAs should not distract from the large gap in our understanding of the pathogenesis of thyroid tumors. TTAs form only a minor fraction of all thyroid nodules, and even within this small subgroup, activating mutations have been found regionally with a highly variable incidence. If activating mutations were the sole and only cause of TTAs, a homogeneous functional and morphological response of all thyrocytes would ensue. This, however, is not the case. Rather, severe disturbances of the Gs protein-AC cascade regularly occur in TTAs. Even within thyroids affected by activating TSH-R germline mutations, some cell clones proliferate at a faster rate than others, causing nodular growth with time. Moreover, not only functional, but also morphological heterogeneity very frequently evolves even in clonal adenomas. The natural heterogeneity among individual thyrocytes may account for a different functional and proliferative response among cells affected by identical mutations or any other gain-of-function event. The recent findings in toxic adenomas must be taken together with the fact that, in the large majority of all thyroid nodules, iodine metabolism is by no means enhanced, but diminished or absent and that, in this type of tumor, no consistent pattern of growth-stimulating mutational events has yet been identified. The nature, the precise temporal sequence and interaction of the genetic, cytogenetic, and environmental events that cause the very common and often autonomous nodular growth of only a few distinct cell populations within the human thyroid gland remain largely unknown.